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Optical spectroscopy of such films gives a large amount of information but it has not often been employed because of the experimental difficulties and the lack of valid models [7, 8] . We For the reflectivity of the Ag layers, we used an expression similar to that given in [17] , taking into account the supporting plasma (Al film) ; the additional boundary condition, which in [17] expresses the continuity of the normal component of the electric field, i.e. (Eo)n = (E)n, was replaced by in order to consider both local dielectric constants [19, 20] . Figure lc shows the ~p(A) curves computed in this way for the six Ag layers under consideration. These curves still display two minima; however, curves presenting one minimum only are obtained for df 6 A. Generally speaking, taking into account non-local effects brings the theoretical curves closer to the experimental ones; in particular, it leads to a shift of the long wavelength minimum with thickness in agreement with the observed data. The remaining discrepancy between the curves of figures la and lc is due to an additional damping related to the surface scattering of the conduction electrons of the Ag layer and will be discussed below. Another approach to the problem consists in trying to determine the optical constants of the Ag surface layers from the whole set of optical data (Rp(~,) for 14 different angles of incidence). Figures 2a and 2b show Efl and Ef2 versus A determined for the six Ag surface layers with the classical formula [13] , the thickness df being taken equal to the values given by the microbalance. The Bl and B2 spectra for bulk Ag [18] [21] and by photoemission for Ag layers on Cu [5] . The observed decrease of the apparent relaxation time of the conduction electrons is certainly due to size effects related to the non-specularity of the surfaces of the Ag layers. It is difficult to proceed further with the analysis of the experimental data in the absence of a theory accounting more exactly for the influence of the surface scattering of the free electrons.
